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 (Uto Q blog explanation of the situation in our restaurant business field) 
 “Summer grass covers. It`s a sad mark after soldier`s dream left away”  
I forgot who wrote the phrase, but the focus of this phrase is clearly on the soldier's grief, but 
I wrote this out “Summer grass” You can see the vitality of summer grass that covers the 
ground in no time.   
Even if you mow or mowing the garden of your own house, the grass will stand up quickly at 
once and it will flourish.  
 On the other hand, at my house, since the entrance door is kept open for circulating to 
against corona erosion, "Dark Force (Mr. cockroach)" sometimes comes in from outside.   
If there is nothing that can be a reasonable tap, I will bomb from the top with a tissue box full 
of contents before opening, but at "Nevertheless" and "Quite no problem, quite easily get over” 
After it, as if nothing happens, Mr. begin to walk 
Otherwise, concerning to “Golden colored insect” since I am stuck in and it is an obstacle, I 
play with a finger kicking and make it dropping on the floor, but even if I flip it over “ Mr. 
Golden” will start to walk again after peeking for a while.  When converted to humans, the 
distance from the desk to the floor seems to have fallen from a precipitous cliff of about 30 
meters, 
but it is amazing whether it is flexibility or spring force.  In this way, it seems that even in 
the natural world that is familiar to you, you do not have to go to "the great nature" to be filled 
with a strong life force.   
Here is one thing I want to get above showing your power in this now Corona.  
 You might think, "Oh, what's wrong with that? Never take such a too much stylish way!!"  
On the contrary, we are in a situation where we can't fall in saying above phrases in our 
restaurant field owners. 


